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BRENNHOLZ ONE CUT HONDA GX200

€1 .950,41 (excl. VAT)

The BrennHolz wood chipper is powered by a powerful 6.5 hp Honda engine. This makes the shredder
ideal for coarse work. The powerful engine is suitable for use in construction, deforestation and

agriculture. It was equipped with two large knives and eight so-called hammers (ten knives in total). The
large blades cut your waste into small particles, and the hammers in turn ensure that this waste is further
processed into compost. After this treatment, your waste is perfectly suitable as fertiliser for all kinds of
applications. The drive is regulated by a drive belt, so that sudden shocks can be perfectly absorbed. In

addition, two interchangeable leaves are included. All these features together make this unique product a
feared competitor to higher priced shredders.

SKU: 0BHOC-HON200
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GALERIJAFBEELDINGEN

The BrennHolz wood chipper is powered by a powerful 6.5 hp Honda engine. This makes the shredder ideal for
coarse work. The powerful engine is suitable for use in construction, deforestation and agriculture. It was

equipped with two large knives and eight so-called hammers (ten knives in total). The large blades cut your
waste into small particles, and the hammers in turn ensure that this waste is further processed into compost.

After this treatment, your waste is perfectly suitable as fertiliser for all kinds of applications. The drive is
regulated by a drive belt, so that sudden shocks can be perfectly absorbed. In addition, two interchangeable

leaves are included. All these features together make this unique product a feared competitor to higher priced
shredders.

 

PRODUCT INFORMATION

DESCRIPTION

The BrennHolz wood chipper is powered by a powerful 6.5 hp Honda engine. This makes the shredder ideal for
coarse work. The powerful engine is suitable for use in construction, deforestation and agriculture. It was

equipped with two large knives and eight so-called hammers (ten knives in total). The large blades cut your
waste into small particles, and the hammers in turn ensure that this waste is further processed into compost.
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After this treatment, your waste is perfectly suitable as fertiliser for all kinds of applications. The drive is
regulated by a drive belt, so that sudden shocks can be perfectly absorbed. In addition, two interchangeable

leaves are included. All these features together make this unique product a feared competitor to higher priced
shredders.  

No video available for this product!

DOWNLOADS

No download availble.

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

Weight 86 kg

Drive Petrol – Honda engine

Power 6.5 PK

number of knives 10

max input 6 cm


